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Abstract

Background Various steerable instruments with flexible

distal tip have been developed for laparoscopic surgery.

The problem of steering such instruments, however,

remains a challenge, because no study investigated which

control method is the most suitable. This study was

designed to examine whether thumb (joystick) or wrist

control method is designated for prototypes of steerable

instruments by means of motion analysis.

Methods Five experts and 12 novices participated. Each

participant performed a needle-driving task in three

directions (right ? left, up ? down, and down ? up)

with two prototypes (wrist and thumb) and a conventional

instrument. Novices performed the tasks in three sessions,

whereas experts performed one session only. The order of

performing the tasks was determined by Latin squares

design. Assessment of performance was done by means of

five motion analysis parameters, a newly developed matrix

for assigning penalty points, and a questionnaire.

Results The thumb-controlled prototype outperformed

the wrist-controlled prototype. Comparison of the results

obtained in each task showed that regarding penalty points,

the up ? down task was the most difficult to perform.

Conclusions The thumb control is more suitable for

steerable instruments than the wrist control. To avoid

uncontrolled movements and difficulties with applying

forces to the tissue while keeping the tip of the instrument

at the constant angle, adding a ‘‘locking’’ feature is nec-

essary. It is advisable not to perform the needle driving task

in the up ? down direction.

Keywords Minimally invasive surgery � Hand-held

articulated instruments � Motion analysis � Needle-driving

One of the main difficulties of laparoscopic surgery is that

it is performed via an incision point, which acts as a piv-

oting point [1]. As a result, the number of degrees of

freedom (DOFs) is limited from six to four [1, 2]. This

means that movements in laparoscopy are restricted. By

consequence, it often is difficult to approach anatomic

structures from some directions with conventional laparo-

scopic instruments. Moreover, it is difficult to perform

technically demanding maneuvers, e.g., intracorporeal

suturing and knot tying [3, 4]. To overcome the restriction

in movements, various steerable instruments (also known

as deflectable, rotatable, or articulated instruments) have

been developed [5–9]. The advantage of these instruments

compared with the conventional ones is that they provide

sideways rotations of the tip.

Robotic manipulators, e.g., as in the Da Vinci Surgical

Robot (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) [10, 11],

provide the surgeon with DOFs equal to those in conven-

tional open surgery [12]. However, high costs, size, and

lack of force feedback are the main factors for restricted

use of those manipulators [10, 13, 14]. An affordable

alternative to those robotic manipulators are hand-held

mechanical manipulators [5, 8, 12].

Most of the mechanical manipulators use wrist control

to perform rotations of the instrument tip [5, 8, 9, 12]. The
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Radius Surgical System (Radius) is an example of such a

mechanical manipulator [5]. The wrist control also is used

in the minimally invasive manipulator (MIM) developed

by Jaspers et al. [8], as well as in the commercially

available Autonomy Laparo-Angle instrument [9]. In the

study by Gossot and Lange [7], the tip of the instrument is

steered by a single control wheel.

To investigate whether using steerable instruments has

an advantage compared with using conventional instru-

ments, a few studies have been conducted. Martinec et al.

[9] found that the conventional instruments slightly out-

perform the articulating autonomy Laparo-Angle instru-

ments, taking time and accuracy during two suturing tasks

into account. Conversely, Waseda et al. showed that using

additional DOFs (as in the Radius) contributes to better

accuracy and control of needle guiding compared with a

conventional instrument, especially when difficult spatial

situations occur [5]. The performance was assessed by

means of time, accuracy, and number of actions. Focacci

et al.[15] stated, however, that the controls of the Radius

are not intuitive and a special training is required to

achieve a good dexterity.

An optimal control of steerable instruments remains

unsolved; there is lack of information about control mech-

anism that provides the surgeon with intuitive handling and

better ergonomic performance. At the Department of Bio-

Mechanical Engineering, we have developed mechanisms

for articulated instruments [14, 16]. One of them—a spatial

parallelogram mechanism—has been inspired by squid

tentacles [16]. That mechanism allows deflection (hinge) of

the instrument tip in two directions as well as axial tip

rotation. The goal of this study was to compare easiness and

intuitiveness of using interfaces to control steerable proto-

types that make use of spatial parallelogram mechanism, as

designed by Breedveld and Hirose [14]. Two controlling

mechanisms: joystick (‘‘thumb’’) and joint-articulation

(‘‘wrist’’) mechanisms were investigated. Both of those

mechanisms had similar working principles and provided

angular deflection of the control equal to that of the tip. The

thumb/wrist control deflection remained parallel in this

study in order to resemble original design of the

instruments.

Because articulated instruments will be mostly used for

complex surgical tasks, such as intracorporeal suturing or

knot-tying, the control interfaces were examined using a

needle-driving task performed in a box trainer. Two 5-mm

prototypes were used in this study. Assessment of the

prototypes was performed by means of motion analysis

parameters (time included), accuracy, and a questionnaire.

Additionally, the difficulty of performing the task in three

different directions had been investigated. For that reason,

a conventional instrument has been used besides the

prototypes.

Materials and methods

The study was executed in the skills laboratory of Leiden

University Medical Center (LUMC) in the Netherlands.

Participants

Right-handed medical students (novices, n = 12) in their

fourth to sixth academic year and right-handed laparo-

scopic surgeons (experts, n = 5) participated in this study.

The novices had no prior experience with laparoscopic

surgery, whereas all experts had performed at least 100

laparoscopic procedures. All novices were asked to com-

plete a short questionnaire that detailed demographic

information and their prior experience in suturing.

Prototypes

Two 5-mm prototypes that make use of a spatial parallel-

ogram mechanism [14] have been built by the DEAM

corporation (www.deamcorporation.com) specifically for

this study (Fig. 1). One of the prototypes was controlled by

a thumb mechanism (Fig. 1B) and the second one by a

wrist mechanism (Fig. 1C). Additionally, both prototypes

consisted of a rotational wheel, which allowed rotation of

the tip of the prototype around its axis. Both prototypes

offered three DOFs at the tip: axial rotation, and the

deflection of the tip in two directions. Angular deflection as

provided by control mechanism was equal to that of the tip.

A rotational wheel was not present in a conventional

instrument, which was used to investigate the difficulty of

the task (Fig. 1A).

Task

All participants were asked to perform a needle-driving

task in a box trainer (Figs. 2, 3), with the three different

instruments shown in Fig. 1. The task involved driving a

24-mm FS-1 curved needle through an artificial skin pad.

Each participant proceeded the needle driving after an

exact insertion of the needle in the predefined insertion

point (Fig. 3). Additionally, he or she had to exit the tip of

the needle as close to the predefined exit point as possible

(Fig. 3). All of the participants performed the task in three

directions: right ? left (R ? L), up ? down (U ? D),

and down ? up (D ? U) (Fig. 3). For each direction, the

‘‘reference point’’ (indicating start/end position of the

prototype or conventional instrument), ‘‘insertion point,’’

and ‘‘exit point’’ were separately defined (Fig. 3).

For all participants, the position of the task and the

placement of the camera in the box trainer were stan-

dardized. The workstation was adjusted ergonomically for

each participant’s height. All participants performed the
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tasks with the dominant hand. Because no assistant

instrument was used, the participants were allowed to keep

their nondominant hand in any position comfortable for

them. The camera was positioned on the left side of the

participant and was held by an assistant. The assistant was

always the same. The image of a 0� laparoscope was

presented on a monitor. Upon request, the assistant zoomed

the view in or out.

Experimental protocol

The study was distributed over three sessions. Each con-

secutive session took place after at least 3 days. During

every session, participants performed the task three times

with the three instruments in each direction (R ? L,

U ? D, and D ? U). In total, 27 tasks were performed

during one session. During the three sessions, in total 81

tasks were performed. Each possible combination of

instrument and task direction occurred nine times. On

average, each session took 1.5 h. The order of performing

all tasks during the sessions was determined by combina-

tions of Latin squares of task directions within Latin

squares of instruments, to eliminate order of effects. The

experts performed one session only, as they were familiar

with laparoscopic suturing. The novices performed all three

sessions.

The way the tasks needed to be performed was presented

to the participants by means of a written manual with

pictures and a verbal explanation. It was made clear that

precision was given priority over time. Before the start of

the experiment, the participants were permitted to practice

with both prototypes and the conventional instrument on

the artificial skin pad. This practice was allowed for

Fig. 1 Three instruments used

in this study. Up a conventional

needle holder. Middle a

prototype of the instrument with

the tip steered by a thumb

mechanism. Bottom a prototype

of the instrument with the tip

steered by a wrist mechanism

Fig. 2 Testing setup: a box trainer with a target plane (artificial skin

pad), TrEndo tracking system, computer used to collect data, and the

video system. The cover of the box trainer was nontransparent during

performing the tasks
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maximal 5 min per instrument and was done outside the

box trainer.

Outcome measures

The accuracy of the performed needle-driving tasks was

objectively measured using a penalty matrix developed

specially for this study (Fig. 3); the further the needle came

out from the predefined exit point, the more penalty points

were given.

The maximum time to perform each task was set at

10 min. In case a participant was not able to perform the

task in that time or if he gave up due to frustrations, for

example, 12 penalty points were given.

Time taken to perform the task and movements of the

instrument were recorded with a built-in TrEndo tracking

system developed at Delft University of Technology

(Fig. 2) [17]. The data were analyzed using five motion

analysis parameters (MAPs):

1 Time—the total time taken to perform the task (in

seconds).

2 Axial path length—the total distance travelled by the

instrument along its axis (in millimeters).

Fig. 3 The needle-driving task

and the penalty matrix. The

insertion, exit, and reference

points, together with the penalty

matrices, are presented for the

up ? down direction (up),

down ? up direction (middle),

and right ? left direction

(bottom). The number of penalty

points that is assigned to a

needle-driving task is

determined by the square in the

penalty matrix, where the

needle exits the artificial skin

pad. Within the square, one of

four subpenalties is added,

determined by the quadrant in

the square from where the

needle exits

1980 Surg Endosc (2012) 26:1977–1985
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3 Rotational orientation—the amount of rotation of the

instrument around its axis (in radians).

4 Rotational orientation alpha (a)—the amount of rota-

tion of the instrument around the incision point in left-

right direction (in radians).

5 Rotational orientation phi (u)—the amount of rotation

of the instrument around the incision point in forward-

backward direction (in radians).

Because the design of the TrEndo allows measuring the

movements at the incision point [17], it was impossible to

track the movements of the tips of the prototypes. There-

fore, in this study, axial path length, rotational orientation,

a, and u represent the changes at the incision point.

Questionnaire

After completing all three sessions, the novices were asked

to fill out a questionnaire that comprised a general rating of

each prototype and rewarding the following features of the

prototypes:

1 Difficulty of performing a smooth movement to the

insertion point.

2 Difficulty of positioning the needle at the insertion

point.

3 Difficulty of driving the needle through the tissue in the

required direction.

4 Discomfort during use of the prototype (e.g. cramp,

pain in the muscle).

5 Difficulty of steering (controlling) the prototype.

6 Intuitiveness of steering the prototype.

7 Improvement of skills sensed after the last (third) session.

For this ranking, the novices were asked to give a score

from 1 to 10 to each prototype for the above-mentioned

features. The experts were asked to give their opinion

about both prototypes.

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed by using the SPSS 17.0 software pack-

age (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Statistical analyses were performed

using repeated measures two-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) by applying mixed models. A Bonferroni-Holm

modification was used to perform pairwise post-hoc analy-

ses. P values\0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

All 12 novices completed the entire study protocol. Due to

time restrictions, three experts finished only a part of the

session (20, 18, and 15 tasks, respectively), and two experts

completed the whole session. Experts did not practice

outside the box trainer before the experiment.

Because of technical problems, a number of measure-

ments, including axial path length, rotational orientation,

and u could not be recorded. Regarding the novices, data

of 72 measurements were used for further analysis for each

of the MAPs mentioned above. For the experts, data of

eight measurements (for each of the above mentioned

MAPs) were used for further analysis.

Prototypes

In case of novices, thumb prototype outperformed the wrist

prototype for most of the measured parameters (Figs. 4, 5).

No significant difference between the steerable prototypes

was found in rotational orientation and axial path length

(apart from the D ? U task) as well as for the R ? L task

(apart from penalty points and rotational orientation alpha).

Statistical analysis was not performed for the experts

due to a small amount of available data. Nevertheless, a

trend was found showing that the better results are obtained

with the thumb prototype than with the wrist prototype.

Task

The difficultness of the performed task in three directions

was indicated by the penalty points. The results obtained

by novices show that the difficultness of the R ? L,

U ? D, and D ? U task depended on the instrument used.

In case of the thumb prototype, the best results were

achieved for both the R ? L and D ? U tasks. For the

wrist prototype, the best results were obtained for the

D ? U task. The results of the R ? L task were better

than those of the U ? D task. In case of the conventional

instrument, the best results were obtained for the R ? L

task. The results of the D ? U task were better than those

of the U ? D task.

In case of experts, performing the task in all directions

appeared to be comparable for the conventional instrument

and both prototypes, except for the penalty points in which

the R ? L task and the D ? U task showed better results

than the U ? D task (Fig. 6).

Questionnaire

The thumb prototype (with an average score of 7.0) scored

higher than the wrist prototype (with an average score of

3.5). With respect to all the seven assessed features of the

prototypes, the thumb prototype scored higher than the

wrist prototype.
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Discussion

This study shows that the joystick (thumb) interface to

control steerable prototypes does have an advantage over a

joint-articulation (wrist) interface, with respect to motion

analysis parameters, accuracy, and participants’ subjective

perception of the prototypes. This has been found for both

the experts and the novices. Nearly all participants stated

that they had problems with controlling the wrist prototype

due to the movable shaft, which made the prototype ‘‘too

flexible’’ at the moments when it was preferable to have a

more rigid prototype. In consequence, the participants

made more uncontrolled movements and had overall worse

performances, which were reflected in motion analysis

parameters and accuracy measures.

In both prototypes, it was impossible to choose a correct

angle of the tip (sideways rotation) and to lock it such that

the prototype would remain rigid at that particular config-

uration. In opposite to the wrist prototype, the thumb

prototype consisted of a rigid shaft. It was, therefore,

possible to use the thumb prototype identically as a con-

ventional instrument. Some of the participants (especially

the experts) made use of that; they did not apply additional

forces with their thumb (to keep the tip of the instrument at

the constant angle). As a result, those participants per-

formed the task better than those who applied forces with

the thumb. It was observed that participants tended to get

used to the thumb interface very fast, because it was much

easier for them to keep the prototype at the desired position

while orienting its tip. Moreover, almost all participants

admitted that adding a ‘‘locking’’ feature would result in an

easier way of controlling both prototypes, especially when

applying forces to the tissue.

The study by Zahraee et al. [13] in the virtual environ-

ment without force feedback showed that joystick interface

is preferable and easier to use compared with a jointed

interface. Furthermore, Zahraee et al. [18] showed that the

locking feature helps the surgeon to perform more precise

gestures. Our data indicate that the locking feature is

necessary in steerable instruments. In our tests environ-

ment, the application of pushing forces was required. We

found that without the locking feature, keeping the tip of

the prototype at the constant angle while applying forces to

the tissue is difficult and can result in uncontrolled

Fig. 4 The results (penalty

points, time, and axial path

length) of the three tasks

performed by the novices using

the two interfaces to control

steerable prototypes. Results are

presented as box and whisker
plots, where every box has a line
at every quartile, median, and

upper quartile values. The

whiskers are presented as lines
that extend from each end of the

box to show the extent of the

rest of the data; a few extreme

outliers are excluded from the

plots to omit too much

compression of the y-axis.

*P \ 0.05; **P \ 0.01;

***P \ 0.001; present

differences between mean

values. T thumb-steered

prototype, W wrist-steered

prototype, R ? L right ? left

task, U ? D up ? down task,

D ? U down ? up task
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Fig. 5 The results (rotational

orientation, rotational

orientation alpha, and rotational

orientation phi) of the three

tasks performed by the novices

using the two interfaces to

control steerable prototypes.

*P \ 0.05; **P \ 0.01;

***P \ 0.001; present

differences between mean

values. T thumb-steered

prototype, W wrist-steered

prototype, R ? L right ? left

task, U ? D up ? down task,

D ? U down ? up task

Fig. 6 The results of the three tasks performed by the experts using the conventional instrument and the two interfaces to control steerable

prototypes. Results are presented as lines, in which each line represents an experts’ mean score of penalty points
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movements. This shows that the presence of force feedback

influences basic laparoscopic skills during tasks in which

pulling and pushing forces are applied [19, 20]. Therefore,

evaluations of laparoscopic instruments and techniques

should be performed in environments in which force

feedback is present.

Currently, articulated instruments are being used by

experienced surgeons to perform difficult tasks and pro-

cedures (e.g., suturing, single-port surgery). We believe

that novices also could benefit from using articulated

instruments. For example, an articulated endoscope might

be used to obtain a natural line-of-sight, which should

improve novice’s eye-hand coordination. Therefore, the

easiness and intuitiveness of using both prototypes in this

study has been investigated by analyzing performance of

the novices. This has an advantage of not biasing the

outcome; the novices did not have any experience with

laparoscopic instruments and, by consequence, their per-

formance was not influenced by familiarity with such

instruments. The performance and comments of both

novices and experts will be used in further development of

the articulated instruments that make use of a spatial par-

allelogram mechanism.

Our results show that the conventional instrument per-

formed well and, in some cases, it outperformed proto-

types. This is an important finding, which deserves

attention. We think that articulated instruments can be

useful and, if they are carefully and ergonomically

designed, they can help to perform complicated tasks. Our

study shows that if care is not taken in the design of the

articulated instruments (e.g., when locking feature is not

included), using those instruments might cause problems.

Therefore, ergonomic evaluation of the articulated instru-

ments is of great importance. The main focus of this study

was comparison of two prototypes of articulated instru-

ments. Because those prototypes are still in the develop-

ment stage (they are not ‘‘end products’’ yet), it is difficult

to make an honest comparison of them and conventional

instrument.

To our knowledge, this is one of the first studies to

compare control methods of articulated instruments by

means of motion analysis [22]. Other studies have shown

that motion analysis can be used to objectively assess

psychomotor laparoscopic skills [21–30]. Besides that, it

has been shown that motion analysis can be used to assess

difficulty of performed task [31]. With this study, we

confirm the finding of Kolwadkar et al. [22] that motion

analysis can be used to investigate which instruments are

suitable to perform particular laparoscopic tasks.

The needle-driving task used in this study is a part of

a suturing task. To mimic an in vivo situation, the task

was performed in three directions: R ? L, U ? D, and

D ? U. The L ? R direction was excluded, because it

required an unnatural way of performing the task. (The

needle-driven task was placed in the middle of the box

trainer and was approached by the instrument from the

right side.) We have found that for both novices and

experts, the up-down task was the most difficult to perform

with the conventional instrument as well as with the pro-

totypes. It is, therefore, advisable not to perform suturing in

this direction.

The main focus of this study was on assessment of

joystick and wrist control in hand-held articulated instru-

ments. Further studies should investigate when (what kind

of tasks and procedures) it could be advantageous to use

articulated instruments instead of the conventional ones.

Additionally, measures, such as physical workload, should

be included in those studies to obtain supplementary

information on advantages and disadvantages of using

articulated instruments.

Conclusions

The thumb interface to control steerable prototype out-

performed the wrist interface, with respect to motion

analysis parameters, accuracy, and participant’s subjective

perception of the prototypes. To avoid uncontrolled

movements and difficulties with applying forces to the

tissue, while keeping the tip of the instrument at the con-

stant angle, adding a locking feature is necessary. It is

advisable not to perform the needle driving task in the up to

down direction.
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